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PRINCIPAL OFFICERS’

GATHERING

MID-YEAR
INDUSTRY
REVIEW 2010

The much anticipated half-yearly
GIA Principal Officers’ (POs)
Gathering was held on 4 August
2010 at The Amara Hotel to mark
the first half of 2010 and was well
attended by the POs and Senior
Management representatives
of member companies.
GIA Executive Director, Mr. Mark Lim
opened the formal gathering by presenting
the 2010 Mid-year Industry Results and
an update about the ongoing initiatives of
GIA, such as the Motor Claims Framework
and Global Internship Program.
GIA President, Mr. Derek Teo also
led a brief discussion on the recent
flooding incidents in Singapore which
have significantly affected two industry
sectors – motor and property insurance.
Immediately following the formal meeting
was the informal social cocktail that saw
the gathering of industry leaders and
practitioners, stakeholders, mentors and
interns. Respected guests from industry
partners MAS, FIDReC and CASE also
graced the event. Everyone enjoyed a
relaxed and fun evening while renewing
ties and establishing new connections.

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Gross premiums grew by 2% in the first half of
2010 compared to the same period last year.
Overall underwriting results also improved
when compared to the first half of 2009. There
was a positive turnaround in the performance
of the Work Injury Compensation class while
losses for the Motor portfolio were further
reduced. However challenges remain and the
recent spate of floods will adversely affect
the performance of the industry in the third
quarter of this year. You can access our website for the detailed performance by business
lines. On the education front we helped out in
a successful “Motoring & You” Seminar for the
public organized jointly with CASE/Automobile
Association of Singapore and co-funded by
MoneySENSE from MAS. In July we played hosts
to and had an engaging exchange of ideas with
two distinguished visitors, namely the Chairman
of the Insurance Association of China and the
Executive Director of the Non-Life Insurance
Institute of Japan. Moving ahead we look forward
to an exciting event-filled fourth quarter with
our General Insurance Day celebration and
our GIA “Swing for Charity” golf tournament.
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AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH THE NEW PRINCIPAL OFFICER FROM
ALLIANZ INSURANCE COMPANY OF SINGAPORE PTE LTD

MR. KEVIN LEONG
Kevin started his insurance career as an Apprentice in Allianz’s Branch Office in
Hamburg, Germany. Born as first son of Malaysian parents, Kevin joined them in
Germany as a child and grew up there. He graduated with a degree in Business
Administration from the University of Hamburg and is now a German Citizen.

GIA: Congratulations on your new
appointment, Kevin. Please share with us
your unique Insurance journey that has
taken you to the position of Chief Executive
of Allianz Insurance here in Singapore.
KL: My career path was quite an unusual
one. I travelled quite a bit after school to
explore the world. A lot of my friends did that
to enjoy life, but also to make up their minds
on what they wanted to do. Unfortunately,
that didn’t work for me – I still had no
clue what I wanted to do with my life…
Returning from a trip to Russia in the mid
90s, I was a waiter at a bar and someone
asked me to join Allianz. That someone was
a senior officer of the company actually.
So I started as an apprentice to achieve my
Chartered Insurer certification. This involved
on-site training in all non-life and life areas
of the company. I was issuing policies,
had to deal with renewals and everything
else in operational life. I eventually moved
on to sales and was an agent for Allianz,
but always had a special interest for
corporate business, especially for Marine
and Engineering. So after some training, I
received a pen for Engineering business.
Not long after that I was transferred to
Allianz’s head office in Munich to become
an underwriter for international engineering
business. During my time in Munich I wrote
my master’s thesis about the Chinese
Insurance Market and eventually became
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the personal assistant to the CEO of Allianz
Global Corporate & Specialty in 2005, the
main shareholder of Allianz Insurance
Company of Singapore. After several
projects, I moved to Singapore in 2007 to
become the Regional Head of Business
Development. During this time I took the
plane as often as other people take a bus.
And since August 2010, I have been heading
Allianz Insurance Company of Singapore.
GIA: In what way has your education
and training influenced or contributed
to your career in Allianz?
KL: Well, it has taught me that education is
everything and nothing at the same time.
Many people I have met along the way,

needs to understand how to read situations,
people and act accordingly. Allianz was
good to me by moving me constantly
out of my comfort zone. Only through
constant challenges was I able to grow.
GIA: What is the most memorable
experience in your journey so far?
KL: My first visit to a client in 1998. Her
husband just passed away and she
needed advice on how to proceed with
all the products. We spent four hours
talking. Insurance is a people business.
GIA: What advice would you give to
young graduates these days embarking
on a career in financial services?

BUT BAD ATTITUDE IS A RISK WHICH CAN DISRUPT
THE BEST TEAMS. I AM THUS LOOKING OUT FOR THE
3 “P’S” – PERSISTENCE, PATIENCE AND PASSION.

especially in my age group, define education
as achieving academic milestones. This is
important – no doubt about it. But academic
approaches without being street smart are
useless. In order to execute any idea, one

KL: I personally tend to seek people by
attitude rather than by qualification.
Improving knowledge is easy; it is
quantifiable and can be planned. But bad
attitude is a risk which can disrupt the best
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teams. I am thus looking out for the three
“P’s” – Persistence, Patience and Passion.
Persistence is required to not let go of
an issue until it is resolved. Patience
is what I expect from graduates for
themselves. There is a natural conflict
in quick and thorough training. All of
working life is essentially post graduate
training. Passion; we spend more time at
work than at home. Who would want to
spend time with a teammate who is not
passionate about what he/she is doing?
GIA: How can GIA differentiate its Global
Internship Program (GIP) from other
similar talent schemes in Singapore?

KL: I don’t think that there is much
more that can be done. I personally
consider the profiling talks a
great way to promote the industry.
Insurance is still an underappreciated
part of the financial sector.
GIA: What are your feelings on returning
to Asia and working in Singapore?
KL: Asia as a whole is seen as an emerging
market by the industry. Singapore and
Hong Kong have a special role in this
environment as being the regional hubs
out of which many players in the industry
operate. These two cities always had two
geographical markets at one location: the

regional market and the local market. In
order to be successful and profitable in
both markets, you must be really quick
on your toes. Competing against the best
in the industry is very, very exciting.
GIA: If you had the chance to choose
your career all over again, would you
still choose General Insurance?
KL: Well, I am 33 years old and leading
the local branch of one of the greatest
insurance brand names. I have amazing
colleagues in the local and regional office.
I’m having fun. Yes, I would do it again.
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GIP

The Global Internship Program (GIP) extended
its unique learning experience to a group of
33 talented young individuals across multiple
disciplines from NTU, NUS and SMU. A key
improvement to the program is the inclusion of
training in business communication and etiquette
so as to strengthen interns’ skills sets.

TESTIMONIALS BY HOST COMPANIES

MS. LEE JU ANN, MENTOR TO LEE WAI
MENG (NTU, UNDERGRADUATE)
SOUTH EAST ASIA REGIONAL MARINE MANAGER ,
FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY

MR. ANDREW TAIT, MENTOR TO SHINE SUN (NUS, GRADUATE)
SHINE SUN IS CURRENTLY WORKING PART-TIME FOR AVIVA AS A PORTFOLIO ANALYST.
HEAD OF GENERAL INSURANCE, AVIVA ASIA PTE LTD

“As we re-enter the General Insurance market the GIP presented itself as a fantastic
opportunity to showcase Aviva to new talent. We are doing some new and exciting work
in Singapore and this is a great opportunity for graduates interested in a career in
financial services who have, perhaps, thought that insurance was not as ‘sexy’ compared
to banking. As a mentor I have been extremely encouraged by the enthusiasm and
capability of our intern Shine and am hopeful that she will learn from this experience
and decide on a long term career in this market. We look forward to continuing our
relationship with GIA in a bid to attract and nurture undergraduates, and demonstrate
how they can pursue an exciting and rewarding career in General Insurance.“

“We are pleased to participate in the GIP
for the second year running. Despite being
in the industry for many years, I found it
exciting to show our intern around as he
explored the world of General Insurance.
Wai Meng was very enthusiastic and
the attachment allowed him to gain an
understanding of the underwriting functions
and also to appreciate the broader picture
of how an insurance company operates.
This would be a good platform on which
to build a career. As the saying goes,
there is no better way to learn than to
be a teacher, and I have enjoyed being a
mentor seeing budding interest bloom.”

TESTIMONIALS BY INTERNS

I HAVE BENEFITTED TREMENDOUSLY FROM THE
DAILY LESSONS LEARNED.
THOMAS NG
Thomas Ng

Chua Qi Min
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Dindson Phua

Tan Pei Xian

NTU, BACHELOR OF ACCOUNTANCY
GRADUATING IN MAY 2011
INTERNED AT: QBE INSURANCE (INTERNATIONAL) LIMITED (10 WEEKS)

“Many people today are still clouded by negative perceptions of insurance. Through
the GIP my opinion of insurance has been totally changed. During my stint with QBE, I
learnt how underwriters work hand-in-hand with insurance brokers to secure multimillion dollar business deals. I have benefitted tremendously from the daily lessons
learned. The program has given me confidence in handling interpersonal relationships,
which will serve me well when I step into the corporate world in the near future.”
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With experienced practitioners as mentors, the interns were soon familiarised with the various
roles of underwriters, claims adjusters, brokers, reinsurance underwriters, actuaries and
more. The effort and commitment given by these practitioners in sharing their time to guide
and coach interns is both exemplary and crucial to our mission of uplifting the industry image.
The program’s achievements would not have been possible without the effort and contributions
of MAS and all participating host companies, management and staff. As a challenging and
eventful year ends, we aim to forge ahead for a brighter 2011.

For more GIP testimonials, please log
on to www.gia.org.sg/gip. Registration
for GIP 2011 has begun. If you are
keen to be a hosting company to help
the industry nurture young talents,
please e-mail cecilia.pay@gia.org.sg

MR. FREDERIC WEBER, MENTOR TO YANG MEI LIN (NUS, UNDERGRADUATE)
HEAD OF ACTUARIAL, AXA INSURANCE SINGAPORE PTE LTD

“This is the first time AXA Insurance Singapore has participated in the GIP and we are
gratified by the quality of work delivered by Mei Lin. I am personally convinced of the
benefits of this initiative since I had three compulsory internships during my Actuarial
studies in France. For myself and many students, it was the best part of the year. This
practice is widespread in the AXA Group’s Actuarial departments in Europe and I am
happy to see it transplanted in AXA Singapore with the kind help of the GIA. It is a ‘winwin’ situation. The student realizes what a company is, what professionalism means and
how big the gap between studies and ‘real life’ is. The company can get well-defined
projects handled by interns and, last but not least, see prospects for future recruitment.
We fully support this program and will probably renew our participation in 2011.”
MR. KEVIN GOULDING, HOST TO KENNETH LI (NTU, UNDERGRADUATE)
CEO, AMERICAN HOME ASSURANCE – A CHARTIS COMPANY

“The general insurance industry thrives on talent to stay competitive. The GIP
provides Chartis with talent of a high calibre through their rigorous selection process.
It ensures a first-class program – one that we are proud to be associated with. The
GIP provides mutual benefits to both the host and the intern. Kenneth Li gained the
immensely enriching experience of working in a vibrant and dynamic environment,
and we hope it has made him more confident to choose General Insurance as a
career. As the host, we have the responsibility to offer practical insights into the
industry that may not be taught at school, and to learn from our interns’ perspectives.
There is also the potential benefit of being the employer of choice when Kenneth
graduates. As a company that believes in continuously sourcing and developing talent
within the General Insurance Industry, we will continue to partner with GIP.“

DINDSON PHUA

CHUA QI MIN

TAN PEI XIAN

NTU, BACHELOR OF MATERIAL SCIENCE
& ENGINEERING
GRADUATED IN JUNE 2010
INTERNED AT: MUNICH RE (12 WEEKS)

NTU, BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
GRADUATED IN JULY 2010
INTERNED AT: INTERGLOBAL (12 WEEKS)

SMU, BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
GRADUATED IN MAY 2010
INTERNED AT: OAC (8 WEEKS)

“Fascinating! I can only say that I am
so glad that I participated in GIP right
before I graduated. This is one of my
best memories from university – a true
learning experience and eye opener. I
would definitely do it again. GIP rocks!”

“GIP has introduced me to the working
world of the financial industry, and more
importantly, the vibrant and exciting
environment of the General Insurance
industry. I am very thankful for this chance
to learn and gain valuable knowledge
and insights. I hope to be a part of this
industry and contribute to its dynamism.”

“The GIP serves both as a great platform
for students to gain a deeper insight into
the workings of the General Insurance
industry and also bridges the industry with
tertiary students of all disciplines. I think
I definitely made the right choice as to the
type of industry as well as the internship
that I would want to play a part in, and I
hope more peers will consider it too.”
Dindson is currently employed full
time as an Underwriting Executive
in Kiln Group Limited.

Qi Min is currently employed full time
as a Broking Executive in Zuellig
Insurance Brokers Pte Ltd.

Pei Xian is currently employed full time
as a Management Trainee in NTUC
Income Insurance Cooperative Limited.
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As part of GIA’s commitment towards enhancing and uplifting the industry profile to
attract more talents to the industry, GIA continues to participate through its Talent
Outreach Project (TOP) in internship fairs and seminar talks at tertiary institutions and
junior colleges. Given that the May – August period is a summer semester break for
tertiary students, GIA conducted a talk at Anderson Junior College (28 July 2010) and
took part in the NTU Internship Fair (31 August 2010). The two sessions involved GIP
interns and practitioners to field questions on General Insurance practitioner roles,
functions, etc. GIA plans to hold more career profiling talks and activities at tertiary
institutions, junior colleges and polytechnics once the school term starts in mid-August.
For more information on TOP, please contact cecilia.pay@gia.org.sg
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MOTOR EDUCATION SEMINAR:

On Saturday 24 July 2010, CASE and the
Automobile Association of Singapore (AAS),
in partnership with GIA, Singapore Road Safety
Council (SRSC) and sponsorship by Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MoneySENSE) held
its first “Motoring & You” education seminar
on “Understanding Your Responsibilities as
a Motorist in Singapore” at Suntec City
Convention Centre.
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Well-known practitioners from CASE, AAS,
SRSC and GIA presented talks on topics
such as ‘Tips for buying a car’, ‘5 Pillars of
Road Safety’, ‘Understanding the Highway
and Traffic System to drive safely’ and
‘Motor Claims Framework (MCF) – what
to do in an accident to ensure a pleasant
motoring experience’. The Q&A session
was moderated by CASE Council Member,
Mr. Linus Ng and gave participants a
chance to have their say on the current

hot topics on Motor Insurance. All the
speakers gave detailed answers to the
queries raised during the session. There
was excellent media coverage by Channel
News Asia and various newspapers. A
tea reception was held at the end of the
seminar and participants were presented
with a door gift worth more than S$15.
For more information on “Motoring & You”,
please contact joycelyn.poh@gia.org.sg or
visit the GIA website at www.gia.org.sg

BRIEFING ON GENERAL INSURANCE
AGENTS REGISTRATION
REGULATIONS (GIARR),
AGENTS REGISTRATION, AND CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT (ARCM) SYSTEM
A turnout of 23 participants was
an encouraging start for the first
GIARR briefing session organized
by GIA on 2 September 2010 at
the GIA Conference Room.
The primary objective of the briefing
was to keep staff of member companies
updated on the regulations, taking into
account developments in the industry.
This was also in line with GIA’s effort to
boost the overall efficiency of agents’
registration in all aspects of work.
The briefing session conducted by the
Secretariat was well-attended by 13
members, which comprised new employees
involved in agency management as well
as existing employees who attended
the training as a refresher course.
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GIA had also organized a second training
session for members on the Agents
Registration and CPD Management
(ARCM) System that afternoon.
The training will continue with
more sessions to be conducted
for the benefit of members.
For more information on GIARR, please
contact irene.tan@gia.org.sg or visit
our GIA website at www.gia.org.sg

The GIA Charity Golf Organising
Committee welcomes sponsorship
for this year’s Golf Charity Event,
scheduled on 4 November 2010
at Tanah Merah Golf & Country
Club, Tampines Course.
Interested parties for sponsorship
may contact waisan.choo@gia.org.sg
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MARITIMEONE
HR MANAGEMENT
FORUM
The Maritime and Port Authority of
Singapore (MPA) conducted their second
HR Management Forum on 19 July 2010
at Marina Mandarin Hotel under the event
title ‘MaritimeOne’. Invited participants
included marine industry practitioners
from all shipping sectors, who gathered
for a session focused on manpower
development in key maritime sectors –
Shipowners & Operators, Ship Financing,
Shipbroking and Marine Insurance.
Representing the marine insurance sector,
GIA Executive Director, Mr. Mark Lim took
on the role of key facilitator in the Marine
Insurance team made up of practitioners
and experts in a brainstorming session to
review current talent issues and to propose
fresh initiatives to attract and retain new
and existing industry practitioners. Issues
discussed included those of recruitment,
staff retention, training and skills to sustain
growth, as well as action steps to be
adopted by companies, MPA assistance,
new competencies and expertise required,
as well as the quality and types of training.
For more information, please
contact cecilia.pay@gia.org.sg

MARITIME
SHIPPING
SESSION

The 13th Maritime Shipping Session kicked
off on 27 August 2010 with an excellent
turnout of 122 participants comprising
members from the maritime and shipping
community as well as a number of students.
Jointly organized by GIA and Singapore
Maritime Foundation (SMF), and sponsored
by LCH (S) Pte Ltd, the seminar series aims
to enhance the technical knowledge and
insights of maritime partners and marine
insurance professionals.
The audience at Capital Towers listened
intently to our two experienced speakers
on the topic of Risk Assessment &
Management: Classification of Ships &
Principal Risks.
In his opening address, Executive Director of
GIA, Mr. Mark Lim, provided a brief overview
of marine insurance industry performance
and the importance of its contribution to the
insurance industry.
Mr. David Gan, Marine Business Development
Manager & Principal Surveyor from Lloyd’s
Register Asia, provided the participants with a
better understanding of classification of ships.
He shared a brief history on the formation
of the classification society, objectives of
classification and the need to maintain
classification to meet the international
standards for quality and reliability.

The second
speaker,
Captain Lee
Fook Choon,
Maritime
Arbitrator,
spoke on
the risk
assessment
of maritime
insurable
assets,
illustrated with many real life scenarios
which were resolved by non-conventional
methods. His experience as a cross border
mediator in maritime insurance disputes
allowed the audience to gain insights to
regional case studies.
The speakers’ panel which included Mr.
David Chin, Executive Director of SMF,
fielded questions from the enthusiastic
audience during a most enriching
afternoon. Feedback from participants
was very positive with 97% showing strong
interest in future sessions.
For more information on the next
Shipping session, please visit GIA
website at www.gia.org.sg
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GIA received our guest visitors from the
Non-Life Insurance Institute of Japan
and Insurance Association of China on
27 and 28 July 2010. Mr. Fudeji Hama
(Executive Director) from the Non-Life
Insurance Institute of Japan and Mr. Hitoshi
Nemoto (General Manager, International
Education Dept.) were quickly engaged
in a lively conversation and a sharing
session on the topic of Insurance Institution
support and education awareness with
the GIA Executive Director, Mr. Mark Lim
and team. Mr. Hama and Mr. Nemoto
presented a token of appreciation to GIA
with a hand-made gift from Japan and
GIA returned the gesture with a kampong
batik painting done up by Metta School.
This friendly visit fostered association
bonding and sustainability in the support
of “ISJ” education across the industry.

Mr. Hitoshi Nemoto (from left) and Mr. Fudeji Hama (centre) with Mr. Mark Lim

JULY GREETINGS FROM

The second visit by the Insurance
Association of China on 28 July 2010 was
hosted by GIA President, Mr. Derek Teo,
who welcomed the President of Insurance
Association of China, Mr. Jin Jian Qiang and
his team, Mr. Wang Zhi Chao (Secretary
General) accompanied by translator Ms.
Iris Chan and Mr. Huang Taoyuan (Chief
Representative of Great Eastern Life
Assurance Co Ltd, Beijing Representative
Office). The one and a half hour sharing
session on Motor and other lines of
business across the two countries was
mutually rewarding, with an exchange on
best practices of Motor insurance work
processes and a discussion on future
collaboration. Mr. Jin presented a memento
of a unique China stamp collection book as
a token of appreciation to the GIA, which
was gladly received by Mr. Derek Teo.
Mr. Wang Zhi Chao (far left), Mr. Jin Jian Qiang (2nd left), Mr. Derek Teo (middle right) and Mr. Mark Lim (far right)
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360° CSR
SESSION
A WHOLE NEW WAY FOR CORPORATE
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) is usually defined as doing
good and doing it well. It is generally
referred as the integration of
social values and missions within
the process of business decisionmaking, to achieve positive and
sustainable outcomes towards
business, environment and the
community at large. However, many
organizations do not see it that way.
GIA invited Integrative CSR Consulting
Pte Ltd on 27 August 2010 to share and
introduce a new model to apply CSR to
organizations and the industry, to expand
business goals and revenue, and build up
society at the same time. Guest speaker
Mr. Rick Koh (CEO of Integrative CSR
Consulting) engaged the audience with
a presentation of this new model and a
fruitful discussion afterwards. With CSR
becoming more commonplace among
corporations, there are concerns about
companies promoting CSR as an image
versus implementing it as a true strategy
with accompanying results to show. Mr.
Koh shared his views by elaborating on
a myriad of activities that help address
the needs of organizations that seek to
foster positive relationships within the
communities in which they operate.
For more information, please
write to feedback@gia.org.sg

GIA UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
DATES

ACTIVITIES

14 OCTOBER 2010

Talent Outreach Talk
at NTU

15 OCTOBER 2010

General
Insurance Day

20 OCTOBER 2010

Talent Outreach Talk
at NUS

2 NOVEMBER 2010

Maritime Knowledge
Shipping Session 14

4 NOVEMBER 2010

GIA Golf Charity

17 DECEMBER 2010

GIA Appreciation
Night

For more accurate events information,
please visit GIA website at www.gia.org.sg
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